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ABSTRACT

High temperature sensing sensitivity and luminescence intensity of phosphors

are crucial factors for excellent optical temperature sensing performance. Based

on material design, the pure phase and two-phase solid solutions were prepared

by regulating the relative content of cations Ca2? and La3? in CaWO4–La2(-

WO4)3, respectively. The up-conversion luminescence (UCL) and optical tem-

perature sensing performance of rare earth ions Er3?/Yb3? co-doped CaWO4–

La2(WO4)3 were studied. As guided by regulating cation composition through

partial substituting Ca2? ions by La3? ions, the UCL intensity of two-phase solid

solutions at 552 nm is much higher than that of pure phase material. The UCL

intensity of 0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? is as 33.5 times as that of

CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? material. More importantly, the high temperature

sensing sensitivity (0.01026 K-1) is achieved in a wider temperature range

83–683 K in optimal UCL material 0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?. It

is suggested that material design theory can be used as a powerful tool to

accelerate discovery of novel optical temperature sensing materials, with

implications even for the design of other optoelectronic materials.
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1 Introduction

Since the New Year of 2020, novel coronavirus has

spread worldwide [1]. Fever is one of the important

criteria for the diagnosis of coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19) [2]. Non-contact laser infrared ther-

mometer can quickly and accurately measure human

body temperature (32.0–42.5 �C) without contact [3],

and it plays a very important role in the fight against

epidemic diseases. However, in the field of scientific

research and industrial production, there are some

harsh environments, such as power stations, oil

refineries, and coal mines. [4–7] And non-contact

optical pyrometer, total-radiation pyrometer, and

infrared thermometer are easily affected by external

factors, such as emissivity, measurement distance,

dust, and water vapor of the measured object, which

often lead to large measurement errors. Therefore, it

is crucial to research and develop high-precision non-

contact temperature sensors [8–10].

The fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) technique is

less dependent on measuring conditions, not limited

by the fluorescence loss, the fluctuation of the inten-

sity of the excitation light source, and the number

and distribution of the luminescent centers [11–13].

Therefore, it is considered as a more potential

application of temperature measurement technology,

which has attracted great attention from researchers.

In addition, some rare earth ions, such as Pr3? [14],

Ho3? [15], Nd3? [16], Tm3? [17], and Er3? [7, 18],

possess not only rich energy levels, but also thermally

coupled energy level pairs. Therefore, the emissions

generated by the rare earth ion-doped fluorescence

materials can be used to measure temperature by FIR

technique.

Compared with many other optical temperature

sensing materials, tungstates have excellent optical

temperature sensing property and has been widely

studied. Among them, the UCL intensity of multi-

phase strontium tungstate is far higher than that of

pure SrWO4, and its optical temperature sensing

performance is excellent [19]. In addition, for

KY(WO4)2–K2WO4 materials, the UCL performance

of the multiphase material is optimal, and the sensi-

tivity S is very high in a very wide temperature range

(83–663 K). The maximum sensitivity reaches

0.0147 K-1 at 643 K [20]. The results above brought

us an inspiration that one or two tungstate materials

with stable chemical properties and excellent optical

temperature sensing property can be selected and

designed as multiphase tungstate materials or two-

phase solid solution materials. It is hoped that by

means of material design, composition and

microstructure of the material will change, and thus

improve the performance of the materials. In other

words, in a sufficiently wide temperature range, with

the increase of temperature, the UCL intensity and

temperature sensing sensitivity S can both maintain

sufficiently high values, which are the goal of optical

temperature sensors in the future practical

applications.

Due to the ion radius and chemical properties of

rare earth ion La3? similar to activator and sensitizer,

most of its inorganic compounds are suitable UCL

hosts. Besides, the rare earth ion-doped [11, 21–23]

materials are widely studied for its bright UCL and

excellent optical temperature sensing performance.

Therefore, CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3 were selected as

research objects in this study. Based on material

design, a series of UCL materials with pure phase

and two-phase solid solutions as hosts were synthe-

sized by regulating the composition of cations Ca2?

and La3?. In the study of rare earth ions Er3?/Yb3?

co-doped CaWO4–La2(WO4)3 phosphors, the UCL

intensity of two-phase solid solutions is much higher

than those of pure CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3. Moreover,

the two-phase solid solution tungstate materials

could maintain high temperature sensing perfor-

mance in a wide temperature range.

2 Experiments

Rare earth ions Er3?/Yb3? co-doped CaWO4–La2(-

WO4)3 phosphors were designed as xLa2(WO4)3–

(1 - x) CaWO4 (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) and syn-

thesized by the solid-state reaction method. In order

to study the effects of different hosts on UCL per-

formance, the concentrations of rare earth ions Er3?

and Yb3? were fixed at 1 mol% and 5 mol%, respec-

tively. A series of UCL materials were synthesized by

regulating the composition of cations Ca2? and La3?.

The specific preparation process is as follows: Stoi-

chiometric amounts of raw materials CaCO3 (99.9%,

Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.), WO3 (99.8%,

Alfa Aesar), La2O3 (99.99%, Sinopharm Chemical

Reagent Co. Ltd.), Er2O3 (99.9%, Sinopharm Chemical

Reagent Co. Ltd.), and Yb2O3 (99.9%, Sinopharm

Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.) were thoroughly mixed

in alcohol. The homogeneous mixture was then
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calcined at 700–800 �C for 4 h in a muffle furnace.

Then, 10 wt% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) binder was

uniformly added into the reground powders which

were pressed into disk-shaped pellets of 10 mm in

diameter and 2 mm in thickness. Finally, samples

were sintered at temperatures of 1000–1300 �C for 4 h

in an alumina crucible in air. The influence of rare

earth ions co-doping concentrations on UCL perfor-

mance in optimal UCL materials was studied. The

optimal material was recorded as LC, the concentra-

tion of Er3? ions was fixed at 1 mol%, and the molar

ratio of Er3?/Yb3? ions was 1:1, 1:5, 1:10, 1:15, and

1:20.

The sintered ceramic samples were ground into

powder and tested by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD,

D/MAX 2550, Rigaku, Japan) with CuKa1 radiation

(k = 0.154056 nm) for phase structure analysis. The

tube voltage is 40 kV, and tube current is 40 mA. The

scanning speed is 5�/min in 2h angle ranging from

10� to 70� at room temperature. The microstructure of

the samples was analyzed by field emission scanning

electron microscopy (SEM, S-4700, Japan). The UCL

spectra of samples were recorded using a fluores-

cence spectrophotometer (F-7000, Hitachi High-

Technologies Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), which was

connected to a 980 nm laser by an optical fiber to

provide a pumping light source. For temperature

sensing measurement, the sample was placed on a

hot platform controlled by a temperature controller

(TP94, Linkam Scientific Instruments Ltd., Surrey,

UK) with a heating rate of 10 K/min. The sample

thickness was fixed to ensure the measurement

accuracy.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Phase identification and microstructure

The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of xLa2(-

WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2,

0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) are shown in Fig. 1a. As x goes from 0

to 1, these diffraction peaks can be well indexed to

the standard JCPDS 41-1431, 52-1718, and 15-0438

[24]. Accordingly, the crystal phase of xLa2(WO4)3–

(1 - x) CaWO4 co-doped with a small amount of rare

earth ions (1 mol% Er3? and 5 mol% Yb3?) trans-

forms from pure CaWO4 (x = 0, tetragonal phase) to

two solid solutions (0\ x\ 1) and then to pure

La2(WO4)3 (x = 1, monoclinic phase). It is worth

mentioning that, when 0\ x\ 1, with the increase of

x, the diffraction peak gradually moves to a smaller

2h angles and widens (x = 0.2, 0.4). The main crys-

talline phase of corresponding sample is isotypic

with A(?1)B(?3)(WO4)2, belonging to tetragonal sys-

tem structure. Then, the strongest peak gradually

differentiated into two peaks (x = 0.6, 0.8), which is

consistent with the peaks of La2(WO4)3. The above

results can also be verified from the binary phase

diagram CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3 in Fig. 1b [25]. The

CaWO4–La2(WO4)3 compounds are discontinuous

solid solutions, that is, CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3 phases

can only dissolve into each other in a certain amount.

According to the binary phase diagram, the maxi-

mum solubility of La2(WO4)3 in CaWO4 is 2.5 mol%

at 740 �C and 5 mol% at 1000 �C, while that of CaWO4

in La2(WO4)3 is 7.5 mol% at 620 �C. At a temperature

lower than 1020 �C, the above two phases give two-

phase solid solution within the remaining

Fig. 1 a XRD patterns of the as-prepared xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x)

CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1), and the

standard pattern of PDF card JCPDS 41-1431, 52-1718, and

15-0438. b Binary phase diagram of CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3, Tet

ss and Mon ss refer to tetragonal scheelite and monoclinic

scheelite, respectively [25]
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concentration range. This indicates that, when x is in

the range of 0.2–0.8, both tetragonal and monoclinic

phase exist in the xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4

materials.

The morphology of xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4:

1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) is shown in

Fig. 2. In pure CaWO4 (x = 0), the internal grains are

tightly bound together and almost no pores form.

With the appearance and increase of La2(WO4)3

phase (x C 0.2), the morphology of samples begins to

change. When x = 0.4, columnar crystals are inter-

leaved in the material, which helps to strengthen the

material. Besides, from binary phase diagram of

CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3, the different composition

(x) of materials leads to a large change in the sintering

temperature of materials. Therefore, finding suit-

able sintering temperature is conducive to good grain

development.

3.2 Up-conversion luminescence property

The UCL spectra of xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4:

1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) at room

temperature, and the corresponding CIE chromaticity

diagram are given in Fig. 3. It is clear that the UCL

spectra of all samples consist of two green emission

bands and a very weak red emission band. The two

green emission bands have maxima at about 530 nm

(2H11/2 ? 4I15/2) and 552 nm (4S3/2 ? 4I15/2),

respectively, while the weak red emission band is at

667 nm (4F9/2 ? 4I15/2) [26, 27]. The luminescence

intensity of all samples was normalized according to

the intensity of CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?, as shown in

the inset of Fig. 3a. With the increase of x, the UCL

intensity of the strongest green emission band

(552 nm) first increases and then gradually decreases,

reaching the maximum at x = 0.2. As a result, the

UCL intensity of the two-phase solid solution

0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? is up to

33.5 times that of CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?. How-

ever, the enhancement ratio of the emission band,

especially the red light at 667 nm, is not consistent

with the green light at 552 nm. Therefore, in Fig. 3b,

the UCL color of samples first obviously crosses to

green region (x = 0.2–0.6), and then moves towards

yellow region (x = 0.8 and 1). The xLa2(WO4)3–

(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? materials can emit a

very high-purity green light and they will be com-

petitive in these applications. According to the above

UCL intensity and color purity, 0.2La2(WO4)3–

0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? was determined to be

the optimal UCL material.

Furthermore, the effects of rare earth doping con-

centrations on the UCL performance were studied.

The optimal UCL material has been determined to be

0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?. It is well

known that the doping concentration of rare earth

ions has a very strong effect on the luminescence

Fig. 2 SEM images of xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1)
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intensity. For this reason, we studied the UCL spectra

of Er3?/Yb3? co-doped 0.2La2(WO4)3–0. 8CaWO4

materials with different Yb3? co-doping concentra-

tions, and the results are shown in Fig. 4a. The

composition of UCL spectra of samples remains

consistent with that in Fig. 3, which is composed of

two strong green emission bands and a very weak

red emission band. As Yb3? concentration increases,

the intensity of the strongest green emission band

(552 nm) increases first and then gradually decreases,

reaching the maximum value at the concentration

ratio Er3?/Yb3? equal to 1:5. However, for the weak

green emission and red emission, the intensity of

Er3?/Yb3? at the concentration ratio of 1:5 and 1:10

does not differ significantly. This phenomenon can be

explained by concentration quenching effect. With

the increase of rare earth ions concentration, the

distance between the adjacent rare earth ions

becomes smaller, the interaction between the ions is

enhanced, and the emission intensity of green light is

weakened by partial non-radiative energy transfer.

The quenching concentration of rare earth ions in

different host is not constant, and some of them are

relatively high, which may be caused by the entry of

rare earth ions into the host lattice [28]. In addition,

from the corresponding CIE chromaticity diagram of

Fig. 3 a The UCL spectra (the inset shows the x dependence of strongest peak) and b CIE chromaticity diagram of UC emissions for

xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) under 980 nm laser excitation

Fig. 4 a The UCL spectra and b the corresponding CIE chromaticity diagram of 0.2La2(WO4)3–0. 8CaWO4: Er
3?, Yb3?
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0.2La2(WO4)3–0. 8CaWO4: Er3?, Yb3? given in

Fig. 4b, it can be seen that with the increase of Er3?/

Yb3? ion concentration ratio, the color gradually

shifts to green region.

3.3 Optical temperature sensing property

Rare earth ion Er3? has abundant energy levels,

among which 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 are a pair of thermally

coupled energy levels. The transition of these two

levels to the ground state level 4I15/2 produces two

green emission peaks at 530 nm and 552 nm, both of

which have a certain dependence on temperature.

Therefore, the FIR technique can be used to measure

temperature by the fluorescence radiated from the

thermal coupling levels. The FIR and S can be

expressed by the following formula [7, 29, 30]:

FIR ¼ I530

I552
¼ Ae

�DE
kT , S ¼ dFIR

dT ¼ FIR DE
kT2, where A, DE, k,

Fig. 5 Temperature sensing properties of xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1), namely, the

temperature dependence of FIR and S (the inset)
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T is the constant, the energy separation between the

two thermally coupled levels (2H11/2 and 4S3/2),

Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature,

respectively. In Fig. 5, the fitting curve is shown for

the temperature sensing properties (FIR and S) of

xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0,

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1). With the increase of temperature,

the FIR values measured in different temperature

ranges all show a monotonically increasing trend.

However, for sensitivity, the variation trend of S val-

ues with temperature varies from sample to sample.

The fitted temperature sensing property data are

listed in Table 1. Combined with Fig. 5, it is found

that CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? shows a high temper-

ature sensitivity S (0.01514 K-1), but in a narrow

temperature range of 83–523 K. Besides, from Fig. 3,

the UCL intensity of both CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?-

and La2(WO4)3: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? are lower than that

of other UCL materials in this study. Some studies

have shown that, in the process of variable temper-

ature on UCL test, with the temperature increase, the

intensity of green emission peak reduced gradually.

The high power of 980 nm laser can have heating

effect on the UCL material and affect the UCL

property of materials. This means that, if low laser

power is maintained, the optical signal-to-noise ratio

of CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?and La2(WO4)3: 1%Er3?,

5%Yb3? UCL materials will be very low, and the

reliability of the measured data will be greatly

reduced. Therefore, the performance of optical tem-

perature sensing should be carried out on the pre-

mise that the luminescence intensity of materials is

high enough with the increase of temperature under

the excitation of low power laser. Obviously, the

luminescence intensity of UCL materials with two-

phase solid solution as host is significantly improved,

among which the luminescence intensity of

0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? increased

the most significantly, which is far more than that of

CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? and La2(WO4)3: 1%Er3?,

5%Yb3? UCL materials. Moreover, in a wide tem-

perature range, the two-phase solid solution UCL

materials still maintain a high temperature sensing

performance, as shown in Table 1.

4 Conclusions

In this study, in order to improve the UCL intensity

and optical temperature sensing performance of

tungstates, we adopted the approach of synthesizing

two-phase material by regulating the relative content

of cations Ca2? and La3? in CaWO4–La2(WO4)3. As a

result, the UCL intensity has been greatly enhanced

and the temperature sensing performance has been

effectively improved. Specifically, when Ca4? ion is

gradually replaced by La4? ion, XRD analysis shows

that the crystal phase of the sample gradually chan-

ges from pure CaWO4 phase (tetragonal scheelite) to

two-phase solid solutions of CaWO4–La2(WO4)3, and

finally to the pure La2(WO4)3 phase (monoclinic

scheelite). This trend can also be verified in binary

phase diagram of CaWO4 and La2(WO4)3. Corre-

spondingly, the UCL intensity of two-phase solid

solutions at 552 nm is much higher than that of pure

phase material, of which 0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4:

1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? has the highest UCL intensity of 33.5

times of that of CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? materials.

Further study on the influence of rare earth co-dop-

ing concentrations on UCL performance of 0.2La2(-

WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: Er3?, Yb3? shows that the position

of the emission peaks does not change, and the

luminescence intensity coincidentally reaches the

maximum at the Er3?/Yb3? ratio 1:5. Meanwhile, the

temperature sensing performance of different hosts

was studied, and the high temperature sensing sen-

sitivity (0.01026 K-1) was achieved in a wider tem-

perature range of 83-683 K in optimal UCL material

0.2La2(WO4)3–0.8CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3?. This

research reveals that regulating cations content of

host is a promising method to improve the UCL and

temperature sensing performance.

Table 1 The optical temperature sensing properties of

xLa2(WO4)3–(1 - x) CaWO4: 1%Er3?, 5%Yb3? (x = 0, 0.2,

0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1)

x Temperature range (K) Smax/10
-3 K-1 TSmax (K)

0 83–523 15.14 523

0.2 83–683 10.26 683

0.4 83–563 12.07 503

0.6 83–603 10.24 523

0.8 83–643 12.58 543

1 83–703 12.2 623
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